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ABSTRACT 
Consider the powers of a square matrix A of order n in bottleneck "algebra, where 
addition and multiplication are replaced by the max and min operations. The powers 
are periodic, starting from a certain power A K. The smallest such K is called the 
exponent of A, and the length of the period is called the index of A. Cechlftrova has 
characterized the matrices of index 1. Here we consider the case where A is a 
circulant matrix. We show that a circulant A is idempotent (exponent and period 
equal to 1) if and only if the set of positions of those entries of the first row that 
exceed any constant forms a group under addition modulo n (positions are indexed 
from 0 to n - 1). The exponent of a circulant of order n does not exceed n - 1, and 
this bound is best possible. The index of a circulant of order n is d/d ' ,  where 
d = gcd(n, j2 - j l  . . . . .  Jt - Jl), d'  = gcd(d, j l), and {jl . . . . .  jt} is the set of positions 
of the maximal elements in the first row. When the index is 1, we say that the 
circulant is strongly stable; this happens if and only if d divides j~, and this fact is 
shown to be equivalent to the result of Cechl(trov~ for the case of circulant matrices. 
One of the powers A t', k >~ K, is idempotent, and consequently all of these powers 
have the "'dovetailing" property that in each row, the elements of each size are equally 
spaced between the larger elements. © Elsevier Science Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Bottleneck algebra, also called fuzzy algebra, has many applications in 
operations research, as documented for example in Z immermann [4]. It deals 
with a completely ordered set ~ with the binary operations 
x • y = max(x,  y ) ,  
x ® y = min(x ,  y ) .  
I f  A and B are matrices of suitable dimensions over ~,  their product 
C = AB is def ined using these operations instead of the usual addition and 
multiplication, that is to say 
¢ij = ~ aik ® bkj. 
k 
It follows that each entry of any positive power of a square matrix A is 
among the entries of A itself, and therefore some power of A is equal to a 
smaller power. Hence the sequence {Ak}~= 1 is eventually periodic. I f  the 
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period is 1, in other words if A k = A ~ + 1 for some k, the matrix A is said to 
be strongly stable. In ~eneral, the period is called the index of A, and the 
smallest k such that A is in the cycle is called the exponent of A. 
Cechlfirov~ [3] has recently given a characterization f strongly stable 
matrices. To state her result we need the following concepts. For graph-theo- 
retic terminology not defined here, see Bondy andd Murty [1]. For any n × n 
matrix A, the associated igraph of A, ~(A), is the weighted complete 
digraph with loops on the vertex set {0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1}, in which the weight of 
arc (i, j )  is aij (for later convenience in treating circulants, we index the rows 
and columns from 0 to n - 1). For any constant a ~ M, the associated 
threshold subdigraph at level a of A is the subdigraph ~'( A, a)  of ~'(A) on 
the same vertex set having only the arcs whose weight is at least a. A digraph 
D is said to be strongly connected if for every two distinct vertices, D has a 
directed path from the first to the second. The strong components of a 
digraph are its maximal strongly connected subdigraphs. We say that a 
digraph D is primitive if for every strong component C of D, either C is an 
isolated loopless vertex or the greatest common divisor of the lengths 
(numbers of arcs) of all the directed cycles of C is 1. Notice that it is enough 
to consider only elementary directed cycles, i.e., cycles that do not repeat any 
vertex. Efficient algorithms that recognize primitive digraphs are described, 
for example, in Section 3.7 of Brualdi and Ryser [2]. 
The characterization f strongly stable matrices is given by the following 
theorem of Cechlfirov~. 
THEOREM 1.1. A square nultrix is strongly stable if and only if all its 
associated threshold subdigraphs are primitive. 
In this paper we examine in detail the special case of circulant matrices, 
i.e., matrices of the form 
circ( Xo, Xl . . . . .  Xn_l) 
- i  
XO X1 "'" Xn - 1 I 
Xn 1 XO "'" Xn 2] .  
X 1 X 2 "". X 0 
Cechlfirovfi's paper gave some necessary and some sufficient conditions for a 
circulant o be strongly stable. Below we characterize the class of idempotent 
eirculants and the more general class of strongly stable circulants, and show 
how to recognize the latter knowing only the positions of the maximal 
elements in the first row. We show, moreover, how to find the index of any 
circulant using the same information. We prove that the exponent of any 
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circulant of order n is bounded above by n - 1, and give an independent 
proof of Theorem 1.1 for the case of circulants. We conclude by showing that 
one of the matrices in the cycle is idempotent, and that in each row of a 
matrix in the cycle, the elements of each size are equally spaced between the 
larger elements. 
The ordered set M is isomorphic to the first m positive integers for some 
m. We shall therefore assume, for convenience of exposition and without any 
loss of generality, that M consists of the integers 1 through m, and that every 
member of M appears in the first power circ(x0, x 1 . . . . .  Xn_I). 
2. THE RESULTS 
We denote vectors like (x 0, x 1 . . . . .  xn-1) by x. The associated igraph of 
the circulant circ(x) is invariant under cyclic permutations of the vertices, and 
so are all its threshold subdigraphs at level ol. The latter are determined by 
the sets 
We begin by describing how these sets behave under multiplication of 
circulants (clearly, the circulants are closed under multiplication). If J and j '  
are subsets of {0 . . . . .  n - 1}, their sum is defined by 
J + J '  = { j+ j ' : j~ j , j '  ~ j '} ,  
where the addition on the right-hand side is modulo n. 
LEMMA 2.1. We have circ(z) = circ~x)circ(y) if and only if for every a, 
S~(z) = S~(x) + S~(y). 
Proof. Assume that circ(z) = circ(x)circ(y). Then 
zj = maxmin(xi, yj_,) for all j ,  
i 
where the subscripts are taken modulo n. Hence for all j and a, 
j ~ S~(z) ¢* xi, Yj-i >1 a for some i, 
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and therefore, for all j and or, 
j e S~(z) ¢* i ~ S,(x), j - i  e S~(y) for somei.  
But this means that for all a, S~(z) = S~(x) + S,(y). 
Conversely, assume that for all or, S~(z) = S~(x) + S~(y). Then for all j 
and a, 
j ~ S~(Z)  ~ i ~ S~(x), j - i~  S~(y) forsomei.  
Hence for all j and a, 
zj >>. a ¢~ xi, yj_~ >~ a for somei. 
Equivalently, for all j and a, 
zj >~ ot ¢* maxmin(xi, Yj - i )  >>" ol. 
i 
But this implies that for all j, 
zj = maxmin(xi, Y j - i ) ,  
i 
which means that circ(z) = circ(x)circ(y). 
We can now characterize the idempotent circulants, i.e., those circulants 
that are equal to their square, a special case of strongly stable circulants. We 
denote by 7/n the cyclic group of addition modulo n, with members 
0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1. Thus the S~(x) are subsets of 7/.  
THEOREM 2.1. The n × n circulant circ(x) is idempotent i f  and only i f  
fo r  every a ~ ~,  S~(x) is a subgroup of  77 n. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, circ(x) is idempotent if and only if for all a, 
S,,(x) = S~(x) + S~(x). This means that the subset S~(x) of the finite group 
7/n is closed under the group operation, and is equivalent to its being a 
subgroup. • 
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When a decreases, the set S~(x) increases to the full set 7/ .  According to 
Theorem 2.1, circ(x) is idempotent if and only if the distinct successive sets 
S,(x) form an ascending chain of subgroups terminating with the full group. 
As an example, consider the case n = 6. Since the proper nonidentity 
subgroups of 7/6 are {0,3} and {0,2,4}, we see that circ(x 0 . . . . .  x 5) is 
idempotent if and only if x o >~ x 3 >~ x I = x 2 = x 4 = x 5 or x 0 >/x 2 = x 4 >t x 1 
= X 3 = X 5.  
Lemma 2.1 enables us to characterize the strongly stable circulants in a 
similar way. We denote by kJ the sum of k copies of a subset j of 77, in 
other words the set {jr + "'" +J~ : Jl . . . . .  jk ~ J}, and by ( J )  the subgroup 
of 7/,, generated by J, in other words the set j u 2J u 3j  u .-.. 
THEOREM 2.2. circ(x) is strongly stable i f  and only i f  there exists a 
posit ive integer k such that fo r  every ~, (S,(x)) = kS~(x). 
Proof. A = circ(x) is strongly stable if and only if A t+ l = A k for some 
positive integer k, which by Lemma 2.1 is equivalent to the existence of a 
positive integer k such that for every a, (k + 1)S,(x) = kS~(x). Hence for 
some positive integer k and for all a, 
kS~(x) + So(x) = kSo(x). (1) 
By iterating (1) k times, we find that this k satisfies, for all a, kS~(x) + 
kS~(x) = kS~(x), which means that kS~(x) is a subgroup of (S~(x)). In 
particular, 0 ~ kS~(x). By replacing the first term of the left-hand side of (1) 
with 0, we find that 0 + S~(x) = S~(x) ~ kS~(x). Since (S~(x)) is the small- 
est group containing S~(x), we obtain that this k satisfies, for all a, 
(S~(x)) = kS~(x). The converse is easy. • 
The next theorem will be used later to show that, for the case of circulant 
matrices, the condition of Theorem 2.2 is equivalent to the general condition 
of Theorem 1.1. This will provide an independent proof of Theorem 1.1 for 
the ease of circulants, and will allow us to simplify Theorem 2.2. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let  A = circ(x). For each a,  ~'( A,  a )  is pr imit ive i f  and 
only i f  (S , (x ) )  = kS~(x) fo r  some posit ive integer k. 
Proof. Let us first reformulate the two conditions in the theorem. 
The condition that Y(A, a)  is primitive means that in each strong 
component of ~e(A, a)  there exist directed cycles C~ . . . .  ,C  t of lengths 
l 1 . . . . .  l t and nonzero integers nq . . . . .  m t such that roll I + "" +mdt= 1. 
Since ~'( A, a)  is invariant under cyclic permutations of the vertices, we may 
assume that the strong component at issue contains 0 and that each C i goes 
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through 0. Let I={ i :1  ~<i ~<t, m~ > 0} and I'  ={ i : l~<i~<t ,  m~ <0}. 
Let C be the (not necessarily elementary) directed cycle obtained by 
traversing m~ times each C~ for i ~ I, and similarly let C' be the directed 
cycle obtained by traversing ]"hi times each C i for i ~ 1'. Then C and C' 
are directed cycles of ~'(A, ce) going through 0 of lengths l and l' satisfying 
1 = l '+  1. Conversely, if such C and C' exist, then ~'(A, ce) must be 
primitive. 
The condition that (S~(x)) = kS~(x) means that each j E (S~(x)) is the 
sum of precisely k elements of S~,(x). In other words, for each such j, 
G( A, ce) possesses a (not necessarily elementary) directed path from 0 to j of 
length k. Conversely, the existence of such paths means that (S~(x)) __ 
kS~(x), and therefore (S~(x)) = kS~(x). 
Assume that directed cycles C and C' as above exist. For each j 
(S~(x)), G(A, oe) has a directed path iPj from 0 to j. We partition (S~(x)) 
according to the lengths of the P3' and show how to change the Pj so that the 
partition will consist of only one block. Let S and S' be blocks corresponding 
to lengths r and r', respectively, with r < r'. We add r'  - r copies of C at 
the beginning (i.e., at 0) of each Pj for j ~ S, and we add the same number 
of copies of C' at the beginning of each Pj for j ~ S'. Now the Pj for all 
j ~ S U S' have the same length. Therefore we have managed to merge the 
blocks S and S' of the partition. By repeating this construction as required, 
we obtain a positive integer k and a path of length k in G(A, a) from 0 to 
each vertex of (S~(x)). 
Conversely, assume that for some positive integer k, G(A, ol) has a path 
of length k from 0 to each element of (S~(x)). Pick any g ~ S~(x). G(A, a) 
has a path C' of length k from 0 to itself (a directed cycle through 0) and a 
path P of length k from 0 to - g. The path P augmented by the arc ( -  g, 0) 
then constitutes a directed cycle C through 0 in (A, t~), whose length is one 
more than that of C'. • 
For a general matrix A, G(A, or) acquires more arcs as ot decreases. If it 
has directed cycles whose lengths have a greatest common divisor of 1, these 
cycles stay when ol is decreased. Why is it then necessary to consider any ot 
smaller than max aij in Theorem 1.1.9 The answer is that when ~ is 
decreased, the additional arcs can create new strong components out of 
previously isolated and loopless vertices, and such a new strong component 
could very well have all its cycle lengths a multiple of some integer larger 
than 1. This situation does not occur if A is a circulant matrix, because then, 
for each o~ ~ ~¢fl, G(A, ~) is invariant under cyclic permutations of the 
vertices and therefore has no isolated loopless vertices. Therefore for circu- 
lant matrices (and more generally, for any matrix whose associated threshold 
subdigraphs have a transitive automorphism group), the condition of Theo- 
rem 1.1 can equivalently be stated just for ~r = max aij. Therefore we can 
simplify Theorem 2.2 as follows. 
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THEOREM 2.4. Let x = ( x o . . . . .  xn-1)" Then circ(x) is strongly stable if 
and only if there exists a positive integer k such that (Sm(X)) = kam(x), where 
m = max(x 0 . . . . .  x ,_ l ) .  
We now show how to compute the precise index of circ(x). 
THEOREM 2.5. For A = circ(x 0 . . . . .  x, 1), let Sin(x) = {jl . . . . .  jr} be 
the set of subscripts of the maxinml elements in the first row. Then the index 
of A is d(x)/d'(x), where 
d(x)  = gcd(n , j2  -j~ . . . . .  jt - j~)  = ged 
p,q=l  . . . . .  t 
d' (x)  = gcd( j  x, d (x ) )  = gcd(n , j l  . . . . .  j¢). 
(n , jp  - jq ) ,  
X(k+l)= (~ x~ ®x (k), j 3 -~"  
i 
Therefore 
~(k+ 1) x!k) if x i =m,  then j >I j_, .  
We define the valuation function f (k )  = E~23x} k). The previous inequality 
shows that f (k  + 1) >~ f (k) .  The integer-valued nondecreasing function f (k )  
is bounded above by mn, and hence there exists a smallest positive integer K 
satisfying f (K  + 1) = f (K ) .  This implies that 
(K+I) = x(K! if xi =m,  then xj j_,. 
Stated differently, 
x (K+I) =~q~ix(K) forany i ~ Sm(x ), (2)  
where ~ is the cyclic shift operator defined by 
s (y0, y l  . . . . .  y , , -x)  = yo . . . . .  Yn-2)" 
Proof. Let us denote the first row of [circ(x)] k by x (k). Then by the way 
circulants are multiplied in bottleneck algebra, we have 
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Consequently 
x (K) . . . . .  x!r! for all j ,  
j - J l  J - Jr 
and therefore 
• .~JP-Jqx ( r )  ~- X (K) for all p, q. (3) 
It follows from (2) that the sequence x (K), x (K÷ 1) . . . .  is periodic. Clearly K is 
the least integer with this property, since f (k )<f (K)  for k < K, and 
therefore K is the exponent of circ(x). We shall now determine the period of 
this sequence, i.e., the index of circ(x). 
Let G be the subgroup of 77 n generated by all the differences jp --jq. In 
other words, 
G=({ jp - jqmodn:p ,q  = 1 . . . . .  t}) 
The subgroup G is cyclic and is generated by d(x). Since by (3) x (K} is 
invariant under cyclic shifts by the generators of G, we have in particular that 
Sm(X (r)) + G = Sm(x(r)), which means that Sm(X (r)) is a union of cosets of 
G. But on the other hand we have by Lemma 2.1 that 
Sm(x (K}) = m,j i mod n: m, 
i i=1  
= K, m i nonnegative integers}, 
and therefore the difference modulo n of any two elements of Sm(X (K)) 
belongs to G, which means that Sm(X (K)) is contained in a single coset of G. 
Hence we conclude that Sm(X (r)) is precisely one coset of G. 
From this it follows that d(x) is the smallest positive integer d satisfying 
,9~dSm(X (g)) = Sm(X(K)). Therefore we may regard x (r) as a repeated se- 
quence of d(x) elements, but not of fewer elements. Therefore by (2), the 
period of the sequence x(r),x (r+l} . . . . .  namely the index of circ(x), is 
precisely 
d(x) d(.) 
ged(j , d(x)) d'(x) " 
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A characterization of strongly stable circulants comes out as a special case 
of Theorem 2.5. 
COROLLARY 2.1. In the notation of Theorem 2.5, A is strongly stable if 
and only i fd(x)  divides j l  (or any otherji). 
We now present a sharp upper bound for the exponent of a circulant. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be a circulant of order n. Then the exponent of A is 
at most n - 1, and this bound is best possible. 
Proof. We use the usual notation A = circ(x) and so on. The bound 
given in the theorem is attained, for example, when S,~(x) --- {0, 1}, since by 
Lemma 2.1, we have Sm(X (k ) )={0 . . . . .  k} for k = 1 . . . . .  n -  1. We now 
prove the validity of the bound. 
Observe that by Lemma 2.1, for each or, the cardinality IS~(x(k)l does not 
decrease as k increases, and is clearly bounded above by n. Hence there 
exists a positive integer k ~< n-  1, possibly depending on ~, satisfying 
IS,,(x(k))l---IS~(x(k+l))l = IS~(x(k+2))l . . . .  . It follows that IS~(x("))l = 
IS~(x("-x))l for all ~. This means that 
IS,~(x("-l)) ÷ S~(x)l =lS~(x('-l))[. (4) 
Now 
+ s.(,,) = U +J ] ,  
j ~ S~(x) 
but each j satisfies IS~(x ("-1)) + j l  = ]S~(x ('~ 1)L. Therefore it follows from 
(4) that S~(x ("-1)) + j  is the same set for all j E S~(x). In particular 
S~(x(")) = S~(x¢"-1)) + j l  for each a.  Thus x (") =~1~x("-1)  is a cyclic shift 
of x ~"- 1), and therefore the (n - 1)st power of circ(x) already belongs to the 
cycle of powers. Therefore the exponent of A is at most n - 1. • 
We can now present an independent proof of Theorem 1.1 for the case of 
circulants. 
THEOREM 2.7. A circulant matrix is strongly stable if and only if all its 
threshold subgraphs are primitive. 
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Proof. I f  A = circ(x) is strongly stable, then by Theorem 2.2 there exists 
a positive integer k such that (S~(x)> = kS~(x) for every o~. Therefore, by 
Theorem 2.3, ~'( A, or) is primitive for every or. 
Conversely, if ~'( A, ~) is primitive for every ~, then by Theorem 2.3, for 
every o~ there exists a positive integer k such that (S~(x)> = kS~(x). The 
integer k may depend on ~, but it is bounded above by n - 1 according to 
Theorem 2.6, and the property (S~(x)) =/So(x)  is enjoyed by every 1 >~ k. 
Therefore every ot satisfies (S~(x)) = (n - 1)S~(x). It now follows from 
Theorem 2.2 that A is strongly stable. • 
Our last result concerns an interesting property of the positions of the 
largest elements, the second largest elements, and so on for powers of 
circulants "in the cycle." We say that x (~) is in the cycle when x a) = x (~) for 
some l > k. In that case the successive powers x (k + ~), x (~ + 2) . . . .  are also in 
the cycle. 
THEOREM 2.8. For each vector x of length n there exists some x ~) in 
the cycle such that S,,(x (~)) is a subgroup of 7/, for all ~ ~ f~. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, S~(x ~r~) = rS~(x) for all r = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  It fol- 
lows that if r is divisible by n, then 0 ~ S~(x(r)), because nj = 0 for each j.  
Thus 0 ~ S~(x ~r)) for infinitely many r, and consequently 0 ~ S~(x ~k)) for 
some x Ck) in the cycle. 
Now by L~mma 2.1, we have S~(x ¢2k)) = S~(x Ck)) + S~(x~k~), but since 
S~(x ~2k)) is also in the cycle, we have IS~(x(2k))l = IS~(x(k~)l. The last two 
equalities are possible only if S,,(x ~2k)) = S~(x ~k)) + j  for each j ~ S~(x¢k)). 
Since 0 ~ S~(x(k)), we have S~(x ¢2k)) = S~(x ~k)) + 0 = S~(x(k~). Since this 
holds for all c~ ~ ~,  we must have x ¢2k) = x ~k), which means that circ~x ~k)) is 
idempotent. Hence by Theorem 2.1, S~(x ~k)) is a subgroup of 7 /  for all 
c~E~.  [] 
For the k in Theorem 2.8, let the distinct values among the components 
o fx  ¢k~ be m =m 1 >m 2 > --- >mt .  Then we have the chain of proper 
subgroups 
Sml(x(k) C Sm2(X(k) ) C "'" C Sml(X (k)) = 7] n. 
This means that the positions of m 2 in x ~k~ are dovetailed (equally spaced) 
between those of m 1, those of m 3 are dovetailed between those of m 1 and 
m2, and so on. Since the successive powers x ~k+ 1), x~k+2~ . . . .  are cyclic shifts 
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TABLE1 
POWERS OF A CIRCU~NT MATR~ 
k x ¢k~ f(k) 
1 4 5 8 4 2 5 1 3 8 6 1 7 5 4  
2 5 7 5 5 8 6 6 7 6 5 8 6 7 4  
3 8 6 6 7 6 6 8 6 6 7 6 5 7 7  
4 6 6 8 6 6 7 6 6 8 6 6 7 7 8  
5 6 7 6 6 8 6 6 7 6 6 8 6 7 8  
6 8 6 6 7 6 6 8 6 6 7 6 6 7 8  
7 6 6 8 6 6 7 6 6 8 6 6 7 7 8  
of x ~k) (as seen in the proof of Theorem 2.5), they too possess this dovetailing 
property, although S~(x ~k + 1)), S~(x~k +2)) . . . .  are cosets rather than groups. 
We conclude with a numerical example. Consider the vector 
x = (4 ,5 ,8 ,4 ,2 ,5 ,1 ,3 ,8 ,6 ,1 ,7 )  
of length n = 12. For this vector we have m = 8, am(x) ~- {2, 8}, d(x) = 
gcd(12, 8 - 2) = 6, d'(x) = gcd(2, 6) = 2. By Theorem 2.5 the index of 
circ(x) is 6 /2  = 3. Table 1 lists the vectors x ~k) and the valuations f (k) ,  
where k runs from 1 until the first repetition x ~7) = x ~4). Thus the cycle 
consists of the fourth, fifth, and sixth powers, and the exponent of circ(x) is 4. 
The vector x t6) is in the cycle, and circ(x t6)) is idempotent. 
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